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Using uuencode and uudecode 
uuencode 
uuencode can be used to produce a textfile 
version of a file that is a binary file (e.g. a file 
that contains a Word for Windows document). 
The textfile version can then be sent to another 
user by electronic mail. the recipient can then 
use uudecode to produce a copy of the original 
binary file. This method for transmitting a binary 
file by e-mail can only be used if the recipient’s 
computer has uudecode. Uudecode is usually 
available on computers running UNIX.  
In order to use uuencode, you need to use the 
command: 

uuencode infile destfile > outfile 
This will uuencode the (binary) file infile putting 
the uuencoded form into the file outfile. The file 
outfile will be a textfile.  The filename destfile 
is used to specify the name of the file which will 
be created when the file is decoded using 
uudecode. Although this name does appear in 
the file outfile, it is probably a good idea for you 
to inform the recipient of the name you have 
chosen as the recipient may already have a file 
of this name. 

uudecode 
uudecode is available on the UNIX service. 
Therefore if you are reading your mail with 
Netscape on a PC, you should first copy the 
message to a file, and then transfer the file to 
UNIX. 

There are four steps to decoding a uuencoded 
message: 
• find a filename from the body of the encoded 

message 
• put the encoded message into a UNIX file 
• produce a file containing the decoded 

message 
• transfer the file containing the decoded 

message to your PC. 

Finding the filename 
If you are using Pine, then you first need to get 
the appropriate message displayed on the 
screen. Then use Ctrl/V to look at the pages of 
the message until you find the first line of the 
encoded form of the file. There should be a line 
containing something like: 

begin 600 destfile 

This line will start with begin, there will then be 
three digits (often 600, 400, or 666), and then 
there will be the name of a file. Make a note of 
this filename. It is the name destfile in the 
above example. This name will be used in 
Decoding the message. 

Exporting the message to a file 
Having done that, you need to use the Pine’s E 
command to export the message to a file. If you 
press E, Pine will ask you for the name of the 
file to which you want the message written. This 
name is taken to be relative to your home 
directory. So if you type: 

messfile 

it will write the message to the file messfile in 
your home directory. Now leave Pine (and so 
get back to the UNIX prompt). 

Decoding the message 
At the UNIX prompt, type the UNIX command: 

uudecode messfile 

uudecode will read from the file messfile and 
write the decoded form to the file destfile 
(where destfile is the name that you found 
earlier). 

Transferring the file to a PC 
If the file is a PC file (such as a word-processed 
document, you should now transfer it from UNIX 
to your PC. There are many ways of doing this. 
InfoSheet 48 Transferring files between 
computers using ftp describes the use of ftp. If 
the file is a document file (e.g. for Word) then 
you will need to give the ftp command called 
binary in order to indicate to ftp that you are 
transferring a binary file rather then a textfile. 

Other details about the use of uuencode and 
uudecode can be output from the UNIX prompt 
by typing the UNIX command: 

help uuencode. 
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